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Memory Management Simulation Interactive Lab 

The purpose of this lab is to help you to understand deadlock.  We will use a MOSS 

simulator for this.  The instructions for this lab are for a computer running Windows.  

The simulators will work on any computer that can run Java. 

Initial Setup 

1. Go to http://www.ontko.com/moss/#memory. 

2. You can read through the installation guide if you would like.  I have also 

incorporated some of the installation instructions in this lab. 

3. Make sure that you have installed Java runtime.  One way to check this is to 

open up a command prompt and type java –v. 

a. If you need to install Java, go to please go to 

http://java.com/en/download/manual.jsp, download, and install the Java 

runtime environment. 

4. Create a folder on your computer called MOSS. Under this folder, create a 

memory folder. 

5. Download the self-extracting ZIP archive from the website referenced in step 1.  

The best way to do this is to right click on the link and select Save Link As. 

6. Extract the files in the zip by double clicking on the memory.exe file.  This will 

place all files in the deadlock folder. 

7. In the deadlock folder, there is an html guide called user_guide.  Read through 

this to become familiar with how the simulator works. 

8. When you run each exercise, you should log the results to separate log files.  

Place all of the log files into one Word file along with your analysis in order to 

compare with the posted solutions. 

9. Start an MS-DOS command window (choose run from your Windows start menu 

and type command in the window). 

10. Once you have an MS-DOS command window, type cmd/e. 

11. Change to the directory where the memory simulator is located.  Type cd 

\moss\memory. 

 

Terms of Use: Please respect the copyright and terms of use displayed on the 

webpages above. 
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Getting Familiar with the Simulator 

 

The memory management simulator is used to simulate page fault behavior in a 

paged virtual memory system.  The program traces a set of instructions which are 

specified in a command file.  The initial state of the page table is specified in a 

configuration file.  The simulator can be run from the MS-DOS command prompt by 

typing: 

 

java MemoryManagement commands memory.conf 

 

We will talk about the command and configuration files in a little bit. 

 

Figure 1 illustrates how the graphical user interface looks after a sample run: 
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      Figure 1 

 

Let’s look at what the graphical user interface shows.  At the top of the screen there 

are 4 buttons, Run, Step, Reset, and Exit.  There are also a series of buttons labeled 

Page0 to Page 63.  Table 1 provides a description for each one. 

 

Button Description 

Run Runs entire simulation, updating the screen each step of the way 

Step Runs only one step of the simulation at a time and updates the display. 
Each time the button is pressed, the next step in the simulation is run. 

Reset Initializes the simulator 

Exit Exits the simulator 

Page n Shows information about the virtual page in the display area 

     Table 1 

 

Notice to the right of the screen there is an informational display.  Table 2 describes 

each field in this area. 

 

Field Description 

status Indicates whether we are running a full run, step, or that everything 
has finished 

time Nanoseconds that have elapsed since the start of the simulation.  If 
the status stops, this indicates the total elapsed time for the 
simulation. 

instruction Operation currently being performed (either read or write) 

address Virtual memory address of last performed operation 

page fault Shows yes if the last operation caused a page fault 

virtual page All of the remaining fields apply to the virtual page displayed here.  
This is the last virtual page accessed by the simulator or the page 
number button pressed. 

physical 
page 

Physical page for the virtual page displayed above.  If it is -1, there is 
no physical page associated with the virtual page. 

R Set to 1 if the page has been read, 0 if it is not. 

M Set to 1 if the page has been modified, 0 if it is not. 

inMemTime Number of nanoseconds ago that the physical page was allocated to 
the virtual page 

lastTouchTi
me 

Number of nanoseconds ago that the physical page was last modified 

low Low virtual memory address of the virtual page 

high High virtual memory address of the virtual page 

     Table 2 

 

Let’s go ahead and try a sample run: 
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Type java MemoryManagement commands memory.conf. 

 

You should now see a screen similar to Figure 1 above.  Just for practice, press the 

step button several times.  Write down your findings for any four steps in Table 3. 
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Field Observation 
1 

Observation 
2 

Observation 
3 

Observation 
4 

Time     

Instruction     

Address     

Page Fault     

Virtual Page     

Physical Page     

R     

M     

InMemTime     

LastTouchTime     

Low     

High     

     Table 3 

 

Please note: results for this part of the lab are not shown in the answer key, because 

they will vary. 

 

Mapping between Virtual and Physical Memory 

Although you were introduced to the concept of virtual memory in CS401, let’s just 

review in order to help you to better understand how to use the simulator. 

Virtual Memory 

Virtual memory makes main and secondary (i.e. disc) memory appear as one 

contiguous unit of memory to a user program.  Virtual memory is used to enable 

programs to run even when there is not enough physical memory within a system and 

also to permit the efficient sharing of memory space among multiple users. 

When a request is made for a memory address, the memory management unit (MMU) 

translates the virtual memory address into either an actual physical memory address 

or finds that the virtual memory address needed is not currently in physical memory.  

In the latter case, the operation system must then swap out some physical memory 

with memory on secondary storage so that the desired virtual memory can now be 

accessed.  This is called a page fault.  The material in CS401 provides more detailed 

information on how this is done. 
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Paging 

Although there are many techniques to implement virtual memory, one of the more 

popular is paging.  This is what we will examine in the simulator.  Memory is divided 

into fixed size segments, called page frames.   Each process is able to access 

memory in a fixed-size segment called a page.  Some of these pages are kept within 

physical memory in page frames while some pages are stored on secondary storage, 

such as a disk drive.  The MMU is able to perform the translation between physical 

memory and virtual memory through the use of a page table, which is usually stored in 

physical memory.   Figure 2 shows graphically how this works. 

 

     Figure 2 

Mapping Virtual Memory with MOSS Simulator 

In order to simulate virtual memory using a page table, we will need to configure the 

simulator using a command file, which contains a sequence of memory instructions to 

perform and a configuration file, which specifies the initial content of the virtual 

memory map.  Let’s talk about these in a bit more detail. 

MOSS Simulator Files 

As mentioned above, there are 2 files which are used by the simulator for each run.  

There also is an output file where the results are logged. 
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Configuration File 

The configuration file is named memory.conf, and it is used to specify the initial 

content of the virtual memory map.  It also is used to provide other information such as 

if the operation should be logged.  The memset command is used to initialize each 

entry in the virtual memory page map. It is followed by six integers, as shown in Table 

4. 

 

Integer 
Position 

Meaning 

1 Virtual page number to initialize 

2 Physical page number associated with the virtual page.  This is set to -1 if no 
page is assigned 

3 Set to zero if the page has not been read from and one if the page has been 
read from 

4 Set to zero if the page has not been modified and one if it has been. 

5 Number of nanoseconds that the page has been in memory 

6 The last time the page has been modified, in nanoseconds 

     Table 4 

 

The first two parameters are used to specify the memory mapping between the physical 

page and virtual page.  The last four parameters are values which may be used by a 

page replacement algorithm. 

Let’s look at an example: 

memset 45 34 0 0 0 0 

This tells the simulator that virtual page 45 maps to physical page 34.  The page has not 

been read or modified.   

When specifying the memset, we have to bear in mind that each physical page should 

be mapped to only one virtual page.  If we do not specify a virtual page in any memset 

command in the configuration file, then it is assumed that it is not mapped to a physical 

page.  Also, please note that there are 64 virtual pages and 64 physical pages. 

A few other options available for the configuration file: 

1. enable_logging 

This can be set to true or false.  By default, it is set to false.  If it is enabled, then 

a oneline message is written for each read or write operation. 
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2. Log_file 

The user can specify the name of the log file if logging is enabled (see above).  If 

logging is enabled and no log file is specified, then the output is written to 

standard output. 

 

3. pagesize 

Specifies the size of a page in powers of two.  One can use a number (1, 2, 4, 8, 

16, etc.) or use the power keyword (i.e. power 2 is equal to 4.)  The maximum 

pagesize is 67108864 or power 26.  This is also the default pagesize if none has 

been specified. 

 

4. address radix 

The default radix in which numbers are displayed.  It is set to 2 by default, which 

is binary.  One can also specify radix 8 (octal), 10 (decimal) or 16 (hexadecimal). 

 

5. numpages  

The number of virtual and physical memory pages.  By default, this is 64. 

 

Let’s look at a sample configuration file: 

memset 0 0 0 0 0 0 

memset 1 1 0 0 0 0 

memset 2 2 0 0 0 0 

memset 3 3 0 0 0 0 

Enable_loging true 

log_file tfile.out 

pagesize 16384 

addressradix 16 

numpages 64 

Commands File 

The commands file specifies a sequence of read or write operations that the simulator 

can perform.  The command includes the operation (read or write) as well as the virtual 

memory address.  If the virtual page for the address is present in physical memory the 

operation will succeed, otherwise a page fault will occur. 
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Commands are formatted as follows: 

  read address  

  read random 

  write address 

  write random 

The address is a virtual memory address, which may have a radix in front of it.  If there 

is no radix, then the simulator assumes decimal numbers.  The random keyword 

generates a random memory virtual memory address, if you want to experiment quickly 

without specifying an address. 

Let’s look at a sample command file: 

READ bin 110 

READ 20 

WRITE hex CA32 

READ bin 100000000101 

READ bin 111000000001 

WRITE bin 11000000110 

WRITE random 

Steps: 

1. read memory address 6 

2. read memory address 20 

3. write memory address 51762 

4. Read memory address  2053 

5. Read memory address 3585 

6. Write memory address 1542 

7. Write to a random address 

 

 

Output File 

The output file simply contains one line for each operation and an indication of 

whether the operation was ok or caused a page fault.  A sample output file might 

look like the following: 
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READ 10 Iokay 

READ 23Iokay 

WRITE 3ac2Iokay 

WRITE 1000002..page fault 

 

Experiments 

1. Keep memory.conf as is.  Modify the commands file by entering the following 

sequence of commands: 

// Enter READ/WRITE commands into this file 

// READ <OPTIONAL number type: bin/hex/oct> <virtual memory address or 

random> 

// WRITE <OPTIONAL number type: bin/hex/oct> <virtual memory address or 

random> 

READ bin 110 

READ bin 111 

WRITE hex CB33 

WRITE hex FB12 

WRITE hex B4A2B 

READ bin 100000100100000 

READ bin 110000010000110 

WRITE bin 110011100000000 

WRITE random 

Now, try running the simulator (type java MemoryManagement commands 

memory.conf from a command prompt).  Press the reset button and then the run 

button.  Take a look at the log file.  Are there any page faults?  If so, where do 

these occur, and why?  Compare your answers to the answer key. 

 

2. Modify the commands file again by entering the following sequence of 

commands: 

READ bin 100 

READ bin 010 

READ bin 111 

WRITE hex cc12  

WRITE hex bc35  

WRITE random  

READ bin 111110100000  

WRITE 6001  

WRITE hex 7563e 
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Now, try running the simulator (type java MemoryManagement commands 

memory.conf from a command prompt).  Press the reset button and then the run 

button.  Take a look at the log file.  Are there any page faults?  If so, where do 

these occur, and why?  Compare your answers to the answer key. 

 

 

3. Consider a virtual memory system with a page size of 1024.  There are eight 

virtual pages and four physical frames.  The page table is shown below: 

 

Virtual Page Number Page Frame Number 

0 3 

1 1 

2 -- 

3 -- 

4 2 

5 -- 

6 0 

7 -- 

 

Keep a copy of the original memory.config file.  Modify the memory.config file to 

reflect the page table above.  Compare your file to the answer key.  (Hint: you 

should specify numpages as 9.) 

Modify the commands file to test the following operations: 

READ 750 

WRITE 1301 

READ 2560 

READ 4018 

WRITE 4495 

READ 5180 

READ 6437 

READ 7263 

 

Which of these virtual addresses cause page faults?  Why? 

 

4. Modify a copy of the original memory.config file to map any 8 pages of physical 

memory to the first 8 pages of virtual memory.   Modify a copy of the original 

commands file to read from one virtual memory address on each of the 64 virtual 

pages.  Run the simulator in single step mode.  Which virtual memory addresses 

caused page faults?  Compare your answers to the answer key. 
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Question 

1. Based on what you have seen with the experiments, what page replacement 

algorithm is being used by the MOSS memory management simulator? 


